CASE STUDY

Symantec MSP channel
programme, a project in action
Key points:

The campaign...
helped to
strengthen
Symantec’s
position in the
service provider
channel

• Symantec recognised that if .Cloud was to be successful it needed a new goto-market approach, and it needed to attract new types of channel partner
• An initial review of Symantec’s go-to-market strategy revealed a key
channel to target were the MSPs (Managed Service Providers).
• The campaign was well received by Symantec partners and helped to
strengthen Symantec’s position in the service provider channel.

The challenge
Symantec’s .Cloud business delivers a range of cloudbased security and information
management products to small and medium-sized businesses. Symantec’s
success has been largely based on-premise products and a traditional reseller
channel model. However Symantec recognised that if .Cloud was to be successful
it needed a new go-to-market approach, and it needed to attract new types of
channel partner.

[Your Logo Here]

Businesses LiKe YOuRs ARe
nOW BeinG TARGeTeD OnLine
2013 internet security Threat Report reveals 31% of
attacks are on businesses with less than 250 employees
Dear [Personalised]
If you thought your business was too small to be threatened by online
attacks, you need to think again. The 2013 internet security Threat
Report highlights the fact that the largest growth area for targeted
attacks in 2012 was businesses with fewer than 250 employees.

Your most effective protection is the power of the cloud
Businesses like yours are being attacked precisely because you are
seen as an easy target and as a potential route into larger businesses.
And the impact of such an attack can be devastating – especially to
your client relationships.
With the power of the cloud, however, you can have cost-effective,
comprehensive protection. We partner with Symantec.cloud to
equip businesses of your size with industry-leading solutions. We
can provide you with fully managed, enterprise-class protection at
a fraction of the cost.

2013 Internet
Security Threat Report
Complimentary Download

TOGeTHeR We KeeP

see how we can protect your business with the
power of the cloud at [insert link]

YOu sAFe FROM ATTACK

About Symantec.cloud

About [insert partner]

Symantec protects the cloud
and gives you the confidence
you need in your cloud initiatives
– whether you are directly
consuming cloud services,
building your own cloud, or
extending your IT operations
to include other clouds.
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Contact Details
[contact name]
[partner telephone]
[partner email]

The project

Email campaign

[Your Logo Here]

REPELLING THE INCREASING
oNLINe THreAT To SMBs
[Your Logo Here]

[Your Logo Here]

HIGHPAPer
RISk PLUS Low AwARENESS
A VIEwPoINT

IDENTIFYING
THe THreAT SPecIFIcS

cAN PuT SurvIvAL oN THe LINe

who should read this paper

As the 2013 Symantec ISTR made clear, small businesses are increasingly

a report from the uK government’s Department for Business Innovation
& Skills, the average cost of the most serious security breaches to small
businesses (with less than 50 employees) was between £35k and £65k
CoNTENT
(source: 2013 INForMATIoN SecurITY BreAcHeS SurveY
executive
Summary p2, BIS 2013).
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Yet many at-risk businesses seem oblivious to the threat. The 2011 SMB

The Symantec 2013 Internet Security Threat report (ISTR) has
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Why cloud-based

31%

4

benefits of cloud security

Summary

• The particular business roles most targeted for attacks were knowledge

%
61
of
malicious

workers who create the intellectual property that attackers want (27% of all
targets in 2012) and sales (24% in 2012). Both these types of workers are
more likely to operate remotely, and many SMBs often have less rigorous

sites are
actually
regular
websites that have
been compromised
and infected with
malicious code

policies and systems in place to control the risks facing mobile workers.
• The websites of SMBs are increasingly being hijacked by cyber-espionage
gangs and used to infect visitors. This type of attack – called a watering hole
– is another way attackers leverage the weak security of one entity to defeat
the strong security of another.
• The number of web-based attacks increased by one third and many of these
attacks originated from the compromised websites of SMBs.

53%of
websites

IN 2011

• 53% of websites scanned were found to have unpatched, potentially
exploitable vulnerabilities, of which 24% were deemed to be critical.

50

%
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scanned
were
found
to have unpatched,
potentially
exploitable
vulnerabilities,
of which 24% were
deemed to be critical

• This wide range of threats reflects the increasing trend to mobile working,
consumerisation and use of social media – all of which tend to be heavily used
by SMBs.

of SMBs
do not
consider themselves
a target because they
that their smaller
size makes them less
vulnerable to attack

• cybercriminals are increasingly targeting social media sites, such as Twitter,
Pinterest, Instagram and Tumblr, with phishing attacks.

5 feel

What is more, the reputational damage to the SMB is likely to make its
other customers question the security of their relationship.
ServicesWhich
tunedintoturn
may make it more difficult to win new customers. AllSMB
of which
could put the
needs
SMB’s very survival at risk.

growth rate.

• 61% of malicious sites are actually regular websites that have been
compromised and infected with malicious code.

• The challenges SMBs face in addressing these threats.

The potential impact of such an attack on a SMB can be far more damaging

• Targeted attacks in general showed a 42% increase in 2012 – up to 116
per day – and targeted attacks on small businesses showed the highest
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Attackers deterred by a large company’s defenses often choose to breach
from MSPs
the lesser defenses of those smaller businesses thatsecurity
have a business
is SMBs
right for
SMBs
relationship with the attacker’s ultimate target. Many
hold
valuable
data relating to their clients’ businesses – data that is far less protected
• The nature of the threats faced by SMBs.
than it would be within the larger client’s business. understanding the

This viewpoint paper examines:

42% INCREASE
Targeted attacks
in general
showed a 42%
increase in 2012 – up
to 116 per day

The ISTR identified a number of specific security threats that SMBs should be
concerned about. The most pertinent statistics are:
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smallthreats.
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viewpoint paper addresses
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in finding
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why and how they shouldofprotect
themselves from the increasing online threats
The impact of a serious security breach can be significant. According to
targeting their companies.

• use of unapproved cloud applications, particularly for file-sharing or
collaboration, is common in SMBs due to the lack of in-house IT tools. This
exposes users to the risk of web-based malware.

SMB Threat Awareness Poll 2011

2012 saw
a 58%
increase
in mobile
malware
compared to 2011;
32% of all mobile
malware steals
information from the
compromised device

• 2012 saw a 58% increase in mobile malware compared to 2011; 32% of all
mobile malware steals information from the compromised device.
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• Around 600,000 Macs were infected with Flashback malware this year.
1
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Viewpoint paper

hOW TO ImplEmENT ThE CampaIgN
Contact our Partner Marketing Centre
about material production support

baCKgROUND TO ThE CampaIgN

INTRODUCTION

Lorem ipsum dolor sit amet,
consectetur adipiscing elit. Aliquam
aliquet placerat leo qusdfis posuersque
posuere dui. Morbi fermentum aliquam
mauris auris augue augue, commodo
nec scelerisque in, fermentum ultrices
est. Cras id velit lacus.
Quisque auctor lectus eget lacus
vehicula hendrerit. Nullam odio purus,
venenatis rutrum dap consectetur sit
amet. Lorem ipsum dolor sit amet,

CAMPAIGN BRIEFING

Landing Page
Web Banners

Complete Protection E-mail

consectetur adipiscing elit. Aliquam
aliquet placerat leo qusdfis posuersque

Webinar Invite

posuere dui. Morbi fermentum aliquam

Webinar

FOR MANAGED SERVICE PROVIDERS OFFERING
A CLOUD
SOLUTION
mauris auris augue
augue, commodo
nec scelerisque in, fermentum ultrices
est. Cras id velit lacus.

Speak to your
Account Manager
about arranging
a joint webinar

ISTR 2013 E-mail
View Point Paper E-mail

Week 1

Week 2

Week 3

Week 4

Week 5

Quisque auctor lectus eget lacus
vehicula hendreritullam odio purus
venenatis am aliquet aliquet placerat
leo qusdfis posuersque placerat leo
qusdfis posuersq.

NEED aNy hElp?
The Partner Marketing Center is on hand to help you to get
the best results from your lead generation campaigns.

We initially worked with Symantec to review the channel go-to-market strategy for.
Cloud. This identified a number of key channel segments that Symantec needed
to target, one of which was Managed Service Providers (MSPs), which had to
date been neglected within Symantec’s channel programmes. We then undertook
in-depth research to understand the MSP market. Based on our insight, we then
worked with Symantec to develop a new value proposition to MSPs, and a clear
Symantec point of view around the evolution of the MSP market. Based on the
new proposition and point of view we then developed a campaign toolkit to help
MSPs generate demand for Symantec services. The campaign was based on the
annual Symantec Internet Security Threat Report. We used this content to develop
a Viewpoint paper, which could be co-branded by MSPs, and which emphasised
the important role of MSPs in keeping small business secure in a challenging
environment. This thought leadership was followed by a series of co-branded
marketing tools including emails, banner ads and webinar tools. We also developed
a campaign playbook to explain how to use the tools.

Call our team of experienced marketers for help and
guidance on +44 (0) 0800 224 26 635 or +44 (0)1844 393 060
or email info@SymantecCampaignSupport.com
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REPELLING THE INCREASING ONLINE THREAT TO SMBs
1

Sales and Marketing
Playbook

To find out how
OneGTM can help
your business
call 0203 693 1211
email info@onegtm.com
or visit onegtm.com

The Results
The campaign was well received by Symantec partners, ranging from UK MSPs
like Cobweb, to large telcos such as Deutsche Telekom, and helped to strengthen
Symantec’s position in the service provider channel.

“Just wanted to let you know how impressed I have been working with

OneGTM on building the new MSP Security campaign this Q. They have been
extremely efficient and a great sound board in ensuring we build the right
tools, include the right message and deliver the campaign on time. It was
been a pleasure to work with them and [they are] a trusted agency to rely on
when rolling out this type of marketing initiative .”
– Caroline Garrett, Senior Marketing Manager, Symantec

0203 693 1211

info@onegtm.com

onegtm.com

